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Space Propulsion Research & Development

First Space Propulsion SME in Romania
Industrial R&D organization focused on rocket engine manufacturing.
First LRE behind the Iron Curtain, MRE-1B (left) in 1964, as student
organization. SME Incorporation in 1991. Conducting world-class R&D with
significant innovation in rocket engine technology, as proven by 3 patents and over 13
innovations and theories. R&D center in Bucharest, 100 tf test stands in Făgăraș.

NERVA (2008 - ongoing)
Nationally funded by UEFISCDI, 4 kg nanolauncher called SPARTACUS 1 (right)
envisioned from refurbished SAMs. Successful Stage 1 2010 test flight (below).

ORVEAL (2012 - 2015)
Nationally funded by UEFISCDI, Combined Rocket Engine
R&D program (bottom-right), 300 kN thrust. Patented,
TRL 5, test fire in 2018. Intended for NERVA’s first
stage as drop-in replacement of SRE MES5-M (top).

ADDA MLR-77
LIQUID ROCKET ENGINES

MORALISS (2015 - ongoing)

ADDA, aerospace R&D SME in Romania.
27 years experience in space propulsion.
Over 60 years experience in rocket propulsion.

EU funded through ERDF and NASR, LRE R&D
program (pictured) with 770 kN of thrust.
Intended for NERVA’s orbital insertion (3rd) stage
and Vernier thrusters. Currently at TRL 4.

MLR-77 engine family designed for small vehicles.
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with a nominal thrust of 7.7kN, offered in 3 versions

Small LRE Family
with a nominal thrust of 7.7kN, offered in 3 versions

MLA-77R as Earth Launch Enabler

MLV-77R as Vernier Thruster

The MLA-77R version of the engine is aimed toward powering the first stages of small to
medium size liquid propellant rocket vehicles from ground launch through limited, optimal
atmospheric ascent. The classic altitude characteristic of the de Laval nozzle design of the
engine is well-suited for this type of vehicles. Two propellant versions are implemented,
storable hypergolic (based on nitric oxidizer) and cryogenic diergolic (based on liquid
oxygen) propellants, under optional pressure-fed or pump-fed systems.

The MLV-77R version of the engine is aimed toward assisting small to medium size liquid
propellant rocket vehicles through an extended atmospheric ascent from the lower layers to
outer space in various staging configurations. The free nozzle design of the engine is best
suited for this type of ascent. Both storable (based on hypergolic, nitric compounds) and
cryogenic (diergolic, based on liquid oxygen) propellants are used in the thruster, with the
following specifications given for the storable version.

Specs
Sea level thrust
Sea level specific impulse*

Specs
T0 = 7.9kN
Ir0 = 2060 m/s

Sea | Vacuum thrust
Sea | Vacuum specific impulse*

To|v = 7.9 | 9.17 kN
Iro|v = 2060 | 2387 m/s

Combustion chamber pressure pc = 35 bar

Combustion chamber pressure

pc = 35 bar

Area expansion ratio

Area expansion ratio

AR = 8.25

Eigen weight (no plumbing)

me = 3.9 kg

Eigen weight (no plumbing)

AR = 8.25
me = 3.5 kg

Burn time, continuous (max)
Combustion chamber temperature
Reusable. De Laval nozzle.

*) specific impulse, m/s, defined as specific thrust divided by ISU mass flow rate

tb = 360 s
Tc = 3009 K

Burn time, continuous (max)

tb = 600 s

Combustion chamber temperature

Tc = 3009 K

Reusable. Plug nozzle.
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MLO-77R as Orbital Enabler
The MLO-77R engine version (in development) for orbital injection is well suited to boost final
stage of small to medium size liquid propellant rocket vehicles to orbital or escape velocities.
The plug chamber and cowl nozzle design is adapted for this specific engine version. Both
storable and cryogenic propellants are used in the engine, with the following specifications
given for the storable version.

Specs
Vacuum thrust

T0 = 10.7kN

Vacuum specific impulse *

Ir0 = 2790 m/s
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RO446640

Combustion chamber pressure

pc = 35 bar

CORE BUCHAREST TEAM

Area expansion ratio

AR = 100

Eigen weight (no plumbing)

me = 3.5 kg

Prof. Dr. Eng. Rugescu Radu, President & Propulsion Expert
As. Mrd. Eng. Rugescu Dragos, Astrionics
Eng. Efim Micu, Mechanical Engineering

Burn time, continuous (max)
Combustion chamber temperature
Reusable. Cowl nozzle.

tb = 200 s
Tc = 3161 K

CORE FAGARAS TEAM
Eng. Predoiu Catalin, Electrical Engineering
Eng. Fatu Ioan, Electrical Engineering & Detonation Expert
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